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REXJLTING FROM TX!3 JETTISON OF WING TIPS 

.DURlI?GA E2M4ETRICAL~-uP 

By John Boshar 

A preliminary analytical investigation was m&e to determine the 
feasibility of the basic idea of controlled failure points as safety 
valves for the primary airplane structure. The present analysis 
considers the possibilities of the breakable wing tip which, in failing 

,as a weak link, would relieve the bending moments on the wing structure. . 
The analysis Was carried out by computing the the histories of 

the wing and stabilizer angle of attack in a log pull-up for an 
XF8F airplane with tips fixed and ccxqaHng the results with those for 
the ssme maneuver, that +s, elevator motion but with tips Jettisoned 
at 88. 

The calculations indicate that the increased stability accompanying 
the loss of the wing tips redtices the bending moment an additional amount 
above that which would be expected from the initial loss in lift and the 
inboard shift in baa. The vortex shed when the tips are lost may induce 
a transient load requiring that the tail be made strd-ger than otherwise. 

IIWROlYUCTION 

At the request of the B&eau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, an 
analytical investigation was undertaken to determine the. feadbility of 
designing 'safety valves' into the structure of an airplane. These 
safety valves were to be in the form of controlled failure points ddch 
would be incorporated into the structure in such a way that cl'itical 
loads on the most vikal parts prf the primsry‘stntcture would be relieved 
by the failure of a weak link located. at a relatively less vital part 
of the structure. 

, . . - _- -. I - _ _ - -I-f ^., I - -. _ .-_. _ _ I _ ._ _ _ _. _. _ _ ~ 
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One device which has been cmidered is a breakable wing tip which 
would fail in a symmetricsl ~&l-up at a predetermined acceleration. 
From a consideration of lif% aa lift distribution, it is apparent that 
the loss of wing tfps would, at a given angle of attack, cause a decrease 
in wing bendine; moment due to both an inboard shift of the center of load 
ana a loss Fn the value of lift because of a reaucea aspect ratio ana 
wing area. However, the effect of the loss of wing tips upon the angles 
of attack ultimately reached and upon the loads on the horizontal tail 
requires a study of the motions of the airplane. 

ti order to -3nvestigate some of the possibilities of the breakable ' 
wing tip as a safety valve, camputations were m&e for a Gr~munan Xi@ 
airplane. The pur$use of this report is to sresent these results. 

The computations were carried out for two center-of-gravity locations 
at 24:6 and 30.6 percent of the original meen aerodynamic chord. It was 
assumed that a tip area equivalent to 10.7 percent of the original wing 
erea was breakable; this correspond& to 17.6 percent of the wing span. 
The geometric an& aero@amic characteristics of-tie airplane with tips 
fixed. and with tips off ere pres&nted in table I. The aerodynamic cherac- 
teristics given in table I were obtained- by v.sTng references 1 and 2 as 
guises end suitably modifying the results to apply specifically to the 
XFED. 

The effect of the loss of wing tips upon the maximum wing angle . 
of attack reached ana the magnitude of the horizontal tail loads was 
determined by computing the time histories of wirq and tail angles of * 
attack for a pull-up correspondjng to an increment of log and comparing 
the results with the angles of attack which wod3 be reached if it were 
assumed that the tips were jettisoned at a load-factor increment of 8. 
For the tips-fixed case, the time history of wing angle of attack was 
determined for a unit junq elevator deflection inwfiich the elevator was 
instantaneously deflected lo sna then held con&ant. By proportionality, 
the amount of elevator required to attain an increment in acceleration 
of log we9 determine&. With the value of elevator deflection so determined 
and the type of motion described, the time histories of the increments in 
w'ing and tail angles of attack were computed both for the case of wing 
tips fixed and wing tips jettismea at 8g. The ttie histories of the 
chenge inthewingangle of attackandthe change tiwinaangle onthe 
stabilizer are shown in figures 1 and 2 for both center-of-gravity 
positioIX3. The details of the computatioqs are presented in appendix I. 

The chenge in wind an&e at the stabilizer is l?sed in figure 2 
inasmuch as neither the initial trim angle of attack nor the effective 
angle of attack due to control deflection are pertinent to the comparison 
of maximum change in tail loads attained in each case. The results shown 
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In figure 2, however, ticludefthe effect of a traneient tail angle of 
attack aseociated with *he sudden change in lift an& lift distributicn 
on the wing. The method of computation is included in appendix II. . 

Figure 3(a) shows the load tistributian over tie Mng with tips on 
at a load factor of 8 and the load distribution at the same angle of 
attack with tips off. The amountofliftshedbythe'wingis indicated. 
Figure 3 (b) shows, pictoriaUy, the downstream movement of the traiUng 
and shed vortices for different time intervals after being shed from the 
wing. The time history of, the incremental. angle of attack at the tail 
is shown in figure 3(c). The results shown in figure 3(c) were qbtained 
by considering each s-pan loa& shown in figure 3(a) separately ana 
replacw the actual distribution by lifting elements of different span 
lengths. The downwash was thyn determined by usual methods considedng 
thebouna,trailing,anafreev0rtex. Further details of the cczrputations 
for the transient are presented. 322 appendix II. 

Figure 4,shows the time histories of the wing bencling mmnt in the 
form of en index so that a comparison with the original airplane benting 
moment for the tips-ffxed pull-up, shown by the &shed line, coulbbe 
readily made. The bending-moment index is the ratio uf the instantaneous 
root benaing moments of the. tips-off w3n.g to the tips-on wing, e~suming 
an initial elevator motion sufficient to give a load factor of 10 for 
the tips-on c&e. 

-r DISCUSSION 

The time histories of the increment in Wang angle of attack (fig. 1) 
inalcate that the loss of wing tips causes 8n increase in stability witi 
the resultthatthemax3mum angle of attack ultimate3y reached by the 
wing is lower than that which xould. have been reached &t&tips fixed. 
This provides an additional safety effect which is less impoljsnt for the 
aft location of the 'center of gravity than the forward position. Figure 2 
shows that the angle.of attack of the tail is not appreciably changed 
from the value wfiich would have been reached with tips fixed. 

The effect of the breakable Mng tip in prevent3ng the attainment 
of critically high bending mrynents is evident fram the results shown 
tn figure 4. The reduction tibending moment after the tips break is 
due to a combination of sn imediate inboszd shift in the center of 
pressure ana the loss of ldft as well es the subseq6en-t reduction in 
the mgle of attack reached sue to the increased stability. For the ' 
airplane investigated, the reauctian in bend- mbment aue'to the change . 
in stability is not as important as.the other, althou& ?rcan figure l(a) 
it is seen that; for‘the farireud center-of-gratity position, a aecrement 
of about :lg would result from the ticrgase in‘stability alone. For the 
particular conditions of the camputa-tions, it is seen in figure 4 that 

, 
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the maximum be&ng moment for the tips-off case is that existing just 
before the tip break. 

The magnit&e of the loads and bending moments on the tail is 
proportional to the en&es of attack shown in the time histories of 
figure 2 since neither the geometric nor the aeroQnem3.c characterfstics 
of the tail are altered amug the maneuvers. Thus it is apparent from 
figure 2 that, with a conservative transient effect included, no load 
relief would be experienced by the tail. Roughly, the tail loads correspond 
in magnitude to those for the log pull-q, even though the maneuver 
from the wing-stress standpoint is limited tq an 8g pal-up. 

The results presented for the case of constant elevator angle might 
be modified if the piLot were to move the elevritor following the loss of 
the tips. Because of the infinite ntrber of possibilities of elevator 
movement, this effect will be discussed in a qualitative manner only. 
Pushing forward on the stick immediately after the loss of the tips 
would reduce the wing load, but there would be the possibility of 
increasing the peak tail loads still further ti the movement were made 
f3uaafd.y. 

Pulling back on the stick following failure would increase the wing 
load throughout the maneuver. It would initially serve to reduce the 
peak tail load that follows the loss of the tips, but a general increase 
in the level of the tail loads.would occur over the latter.part of the 
maneuver. Whether or not this general increase would be above that for 
the tips-on case would acpend upon the load TactOr associ+d with the 
additional pull on the stick. Since the same &sign load factor could 
be carried by the wings an& since the bending moments op the wings would 
be less, the airplane might conceivably be considered stzonger folLLow3n.g 
the loss of the wing tips, provided the tail initially were designed with 
extra strength. 

coMcLuDIMG REimRKs 

With regard to the use of breakable wing tips as a safety valve for 
the primary wing structure, the following statements may be made: 

1. The reduction in bending moment on the wing following the loss 
of the tips arises mainly fmm the-inboard shift cxf the center of pressure 
and to the loss. in lift due to reduced exe8 ma aspect ratio. The 
increased stability which accompanies the loss of tips also results in 
a reduction in both'the bending moment and load factor reached with ,a 
given elevator deflection. This reduction is larger for the f0wa . 
center-of-gravity position than for the aft center-of-gravity position. 

2. Following the loss of the tips, the Mng would possibly have a 
greater load capacity insofar as bending is concerned. 
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3. The tail of an airplane incorporating breakable tips should be 
made s$ronger to t;ithstand possible transient loaa effects resulting 
from the vortex shea with the loss of the Wang tips. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Conrmittee for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Va. 

Approved: 
Richara V. Rhode 

Chief of Aircraft Loads Division 

Aeronautical Engineer 
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A?PENDlxI 

BASISFOR COMEVUTION~VINGAND TAILANCXE OF ATTACK 

As shown in refdrence 3, the computation of the wing an6 tail angle 
of attack for an infinitely fast controi deflection is straightforward 
a,s the equation of motion is in the form of the familiar second-drder 
linear differential equation 

ii f Kl& + %a = Ky36 

in which a is the incremental angle of attack of the wing and the 
constants are determined by the aerodynamic ant3 geometric characteristics 
of the airplane. Also ti reference 3 a graphical method of performing 
a Du Hemel integration is presented by means of which the time history 
for a step-type of elevator motion may be converted into the solution 
for an arbitrary type of control motion. 

lzlasmuch as the time history of the wing angle of attack end rate 
of change of wing angle of attack for a finite but fast rate of control . 
deflection are not appreciably different fram those for an infinitely 
fast rat& of control deflection, the step-type control deflection was 
asswded to simplify the computations. The solution of the equation for 
the wing angle of attack is 

-- 
% -- 
2t 

. 
a=e Cl COB pt + C2 sin 

an& for the rate of change of 
% 

&=e 
-qj-=t 

in which 

P 

win@; angle of attack: 

( Dl cos pt + D2 sin pt 1 

P 
% 

4'- QP - TCl 

D2 
Kl 

= PC1 - ~.c2 

.  .  
- .  - .  .  - . - - . - - j - -_ -  -“_--.-__-_- -  - . _ -  -  I x - - -  _~ 
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and the values of the constants (ref:rence 3) are: 
-. 

For the tail angle of attack the solution is 

Aa, = &)++ %;;)w&~(~+ 

. 
The wing ana taii loads are obtained by u8e of the lift equation 

for the wing 
=L 

ALpAa daw ( > qs 

and for the tail 

In the computations it was assumed that the airplane was in steady 
trim flight fnitially so that a(0) ma &(O) in the definition of 
constants Cl tina C2 were zero. 

For de maneuvers in-wfiich the tips were jettisoned at 8g the 
constants Kl and I$ were computed by us3ng the aerodynamic and 
geometric characteristics of the airplane less wing tips. The values o\ \ of a(0) an& &(O) in the constants Cl and C2, respectively, have 
the values ddch exist the instant before the w tips are jettisoned. 
The elevator angle was assumed to be held at a constant value throughout 
the maneuver. 

D For the sake of consistency, the aerodyne&c characteristics which 
changed for wing tips on ma off (aCL/aa, aC@a, ma de/h) were 
determined by meens of reference 2 for both the w-I% tips fixed ana wing 
tips off. (Th al ues coIlrouted using reference 2 for the w-s-fixed 

. 
e v 

configuration coqared favorably with those measilred in the wind-tunnel 
tests of reference 1.) 

.--- - - . ---_- _- - _._. _- 
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The incremental angle of attac k  at the tail due to the almupt loss 
.in wing lift was ca lcu lated by approximaidng the los s  in lift by  s tep 
elements and evaluating the effec t 0" L the bouna, shed., ma trailing 
vort ices for var ious  positions  of the vortex in its  travel downstream 
from the wing. For the approximate results  desired'on this  question, 
no attempt was made to cons ider the lag in c ircu lation and therefore the 
results  may be mOre conservat ive than otherwise. 

The following equations were usea to evaluate the downwash ve loc ity  w 
on the tailattheline of symmetry.  

For the bound vortex of each lifting element, 

w&- 1 
v  --o 

CO8 aQ 

in which x0 (see fig. 5).is  the dis tance from the wing quarter chora 
to the tail quarter chord in semispans, a, is  that angle formed by 
the wing quarter-chord line end a line from the end of the bound vortex 
to the tail quarter-chord point at the line of symmetry,  and A(+-, g is  

the s trength of each lifting element USed to approxdmate the span ioad ' 
distribution. 

For the shea vortex of each lift- element 

W  1 
( > 

. 
-=- 
V 2% 

acL% cos  an 

. in which 5 is  the dis tance from the shed vortex line to the tail,as  
shown in figure 5,ard s  is  the an&+ between the shed vortex line 
end a line to the center of the tail quarter-chord k Ine from the end 

> of the shed line. . I , For the @ailing vortkes of each lift%  element 

52g (COB go 
V 

+ dOS yn) 

in which y  is  the span of the lifting element in wing se&spans; 
PO is  the angle formed between the trailing vortex an& a line from the ' 
origin of the trailing vortex to the tailj s imils .rl~, yn is  the angle 
formed by the trailing vortex line and a line-from the end of the trailing 
vortex to the tail quarter-chord point= 

_ . I- . ,--- -. --. -  : .._ -  .._~_ .-. _ _ ___ ,- ,._ ___-_ _._.~__ ____-_ .___. ._.~ ____ _____ _ ~_ . 
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TABIS I 

A.IRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS AND SPMBOLS 

Def initioq 

Wing area, sq ft 

Ueight, lb 

Radius of gyration, ft 

' win& span, ft 

Mean chora,'ft 

Airplane mass, W/g 

Aspect ratio, b2/S 

Taper ratio, root chord/tip chord 

Horizontal tail wea, ft2 

Horizontal tail span, ft 

Tail length, from cog. to. a-c. of 
tail, ft (negative for 
conventional airplanes) 

Mass density of air, slugs/cu ft 

True airspeed, ft/sec 

Empirical constant denoting ratio 
of awing moment of complete 
a-lane to aamp% moment of 
tail alone 

Tail-efficiency factor, q/qt 

Rate of change of tail lift coef- 
ficient with angle"of attack 
for isolated tail, per -radian 

- ._. - - ~--._ --- -. - I 

Value 
xiginal 
sirplane 

244 217 -9 

8800 8800 

5.46 5.46 

3595 29.2 

6.88 7.47 

273 273 

5.16 3.92 

2.27 1.888 

52.2 52.2 

15-75 15-75 

a-17 .lO a-17 .lO 

%6.74 b-16.74 

0.0020 0.0020 

500 500 

1.1 1.1 

1.0 

2.72 

1.0 

2.72 

Value 
&.-plane 
tips off 

%.g. at 24.6 
b c-g* at 30.6 
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Symbol 

acm/aa 

ac /aa 

(aWaa)w 

ddL/aa’ 

C 

4 

TARJXI- c0ncludea 

AIRPLAME CHARACTERISTICS AND SYMBOL? - Concluaed 

Definition 

Rate of change of pitching-moment 
coefficient with en&e of 
attack for airplane less tail, 
per radian 

Rate of change of downwash angle 
at tail with engle of attack 

aate of ch&e of wing lift coef- 
ficient with angle of attack, 
per radian 

Rate of change of airplane lift 
coefficient with angle of 
attack, per radian 

Local wing chora 

Dynamic pressure 

8'c.g. at 24.6 

-b c-g. at 30.6 

Value 
original 
aiqlane 

ao.288 

30.493 

0.505 

4.09 

4.38 

Value 
siqlane 
tips off 

ao.2fl 

ho.468 

0.425 

3.47 

3.85 

_ .  .  -  - ._  _ , . .  _- . _ . .  __-. __ _ _^ ____T_ _--  .  ._--^..__l_ - - .  - - - -~-_ . -_ - -_ .  . -  - -  - .  _ _- 
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